•Very grateful
A great reading that I needed in this present time. Very good and confirming everything that I
know to be true. I will be back for more readings with Mike soon!
Lu_rose 02/03/2021 18:57:53
•The best
Great reading, two sessions made and it made me feel hopeful and feel warmth
Denisa andreea 02/03/2021 08:58:39
•Amazing reading!
Michael is very very accurate with the readings and very detailed. He will and can answer any
question with detail and is extremely understanding!
MBB 01/03/2021 08:27:46
•Good
Mick is good.He tells you the facts and does not sugar coat.It maybe not what you want to hear
but what you ought to hear.
Margaret 28/02/2021 08:42:39
•Thank you as always
Always straight down the line.. I love your readings cos you explain each card and what it
represents and you are so in tune with poi... Michael doesnt tell you what to do or what your
options are... he tells you the situation clearly so YOU are armed to make the right decision...
although decisions aren't always easy to make with insight its that titch easier... (hard for me lol)
but Michaels cards are spot on. Thank you Michael... very much... I have hard decisions to make
ahead... xx
Mememe 19/02/2021 10:31:35
•Thank you Mick
A really in depth and thoughtful reading thank you
Chloe Bell 17/02/2021 13:36:55
•Always on point
Mick has done a couple of my readings and both the things he has read has come to light which
helped me avoid negative circumstances from happening, he also so informative and explains the
cards well.
francesca levatori 14/02/2021 19:09:20
•good
Michael could read my situation but not 100% right...! his prediction wasn't right. he said my
boyfriend and I are over..after the reading I called my boyfriend right away and now it's all good...
we reconciled :) anyway he could see we had a big fight without mentioning it.
Debbie 14/02/2021 11:51:23
•amazing
great reading .. we fit so much in the 20 minutes and he was able to tell me about a situation I am
in and got all the information spot on .... this man has a very special talent and I highly
recommend.
dannie30 28/01/2021 14:49:27
•Thank you
Thank you
Asma 27/01/2021 10:47:34
•Gifted and wonderful
Michael is all around amazing! He got everything right about my question and I really didn't say
anything apart from what I wanted to know. I also felt like I was chatting with a long time friend.
Loved him and will recommend him to anyone. Thank you so much Michael 😊
Catarina 24/01/2021 15:39:43
•Amazing
What an amazing man, he tells you as it is and gives great guidance from what he sees in the
cards.
Sar 04/01/2021 11:08:51
•Amazing

He said facts n the truth that I needed to hear and everything was accurate
Sali Gord 02/01/2021 22:02:37
•Not for me
Very generic. No predictions. Feel the reading could have been about anyone. Also quite short
when I asked questions.
Laura Jc 20/12/2020 08:46:25
•Thank you.
Streight to the point and very accurate. Will definitely take your advise. Would highly recommend.
Kirsties2b 17/12/2020 14:45:00
•Good Reading
This reading made sense in some ways especially my job. For my first time I really enjoyed this.
Amy 15/12/2020 18:31:41
•Very nice
Michael delivered message in a kind and compassionate way, everything seemed to resonate
based on what was going on. Will definitely come back in the future. Thank you!
Sophs 13/12/2020 18:40:24
•Fantastic
Mick really helped me see what I need to do to keep my relationship on the straight and narrow,
would recommend his services!
Brookayyxx 05/12/2020 16:59:03
•Amazing, totally amazing
Thank you you have made my day. Hope to see you in bamburgh on my ultra marathon...get a
stretcher ready i might need it!
Suzannebunn 05/12/2020 08:36:08
•Spot on
Michael was spot on about my relationship. It's now up to me to make a decision or act
accordingly.
Jayd 04/12/2020 17:54:16
•Quite accurate
Before even posing my question, Michael already knew what I came for. I barely spoke and he just
gave me his reading of which the majority spoke the truth and the cards clearly showed what was
happening. Whilst truthful, he was also reassuring which was comforting as I didnt go into panic
mode. Thank you Michael
ER13 03/12/2020 18:14:49
•Honest
Mike was very cam and honest. His reading gave me hope. A compassionate reader. Thank you
VenTo 29/11/2020 18:08:05
•Great at messaging
Michael was really good I found. He was the only one that picked up my person in question had a
dark side to him. Also the fact he mentioned things I had to put into place, of which I had been
telling myself the exact same things without me even telling Him anything. I didn’t need to ask
questions Michael just kept coming back with no hesitation of the situation. A good reader is one
that tells you what you need to hear not one that tells you what you want to hear as sad as it may
be , & I felt Michael does this.
Mjooles 26/11/2020 09:59:47
•Very fast
Michael was fast, reassuring and direct. Let’s see what happens :)
VP 23/11/2020 18:47:00
•Amazing reader
Thank you
Ang77777 12/11/2020 19:00:27
•Loged off half way through

Disappointed
Dollytart 08/11/2020 16:14:11
•Excellent
Had a reading today re something I didn’t have clarity on. He described the person & their issues,
to which I did doubt as this person did not show up to my in this way. However, Michael was spot
on when I found out what was really going on under the surface. Truly excellent reader
Gemma1111 05/11/2020 18:09:09
•Excellent
Knew everything about the boy without me telling him
Rebeccahaffner 03/11/2020 19:24:35
•Spot on I would say
Very true with what was told. I will be back again for clarity when needed. Thanks
Anna1 31/10/2020 08:05:18
•great reading
reading made a lot of sense
LouiseChrystal 26/10/2020 12:35:08
•Very good
Hi Had a great reading and was very frank with what he found. Most readers I have had continue
to tell you his into you or he loves you instead of been upfront and truthful .. so good reading hit
the nail on the head and I do appreciate your honesty as you have confirmed what I felt all this
time on my heart but didn’t want to admit as various readings would tell me the opposite of what
you told me today ... so thank you
Carol20 16/10/2020 16:48:59
•Kind, kind Person
He is super gentle, kind and tells you what you need to hear but in the nicest way. We had a good
chat and honestly I wouldn't hesitate for anyone to just have a chat with him, see what his cards
reveal. He is very intuitive .
AJ88 15/10/2020 17:57:59
•Great reading!
Thank you Michael, this was really the situation where I am now and thanks for the guidance.
Elen 05/10/2020 17:51:05
•Great reading
I would definitely have his readings again! Lovely man accurate reading
Venessa 02/10/2020 12:07:38
•Wow
Wow just wow. Absolutely incredible. Spot on with everything he said. He clarified things I was
already feeling and helped to put them into perspective. Thank you Michael. I will be back.
Emma26 28/09/2020 17:52:12
•Would not recommend at all
He took a very long time explaining the meaning of the cards and told me ‘he could be wrong’ he
also didn’t pick up on a lot of things to do with my situation.

Rebeccaxx 28/09/2020 16:21:52
•clarity
Michael was was quick with his answers based on his card reading it picked up on me well and
possibilities, lets see.
London 28/09/2020 11:26:00
•Always good
I had a reading a few months ago and Michael correctly predicted an event and told me how a
situation might play out. He was right on that too. Gave me the kick up the backside I needed
today and was right again with what he saw in the cards!
AmyC 26/09/2020 16:45:58
•Amazing as always
My go to reader for an honest and thoroughly detailed reading, he has very rarely not been on
point, couldn’t recommend him more.
Irene Molloy 16/09/2020 17:34:35
•Career
Honest , direct and quick to respond what more could you want. Thanks Mick x
Lynsey 15/09/2020 14:10:37
•Readung
Very positive and caring
Furzdale1 13/09/2020 15:21:45
•Correct
Another big prediction came true within a few days.
Rebecca123 07/09/2020 14:12:58
•best reader
Best reading I've had on Kooma. He was honest, kind, caring and really spot on with his reading. I
wish I hadn't gone through so many other bad readers before finding Michael. Will use him again
in future.
Kirsty80 02/09/2020 12:57:40
•hi
my prediction(s) didn’t come true.
emmabarrs 02/09/2020 12:27:12
•Amazing
Spot on with his reading very informative and understanding! Picked up on my energies well! Very
impressed cc
Freya 02/09/2020 11:31:10
•Straightforward guy!
I had a great reading with mike, hit the nail on the head, had some home truths but needed to
hear it, thanks again.
Annie M 25/08/2020 08:35:00
•So helpful

I wasn’t sure what I wanted to know or how to explain exactly what my concerns or queries were
but the readings were spot on in every aspect. I feel I have a clear way forward now. Thank you!
Annie 21/08/2020 15:22:54
•Ana
Happy with my reading
Anastasia Grikinis 16/08/2020 17:17:19
•Lovely Positive Reading
You’ve always been right in the past so this reading has given me faith things will work out.
Thanks Michael
Rebecca123 16/08/2020 11:31:13
•Readinh
Definitely would be using this guy again. Had the right idea of whats going on and useful insights
and gave me some stuff to work on
Michjam 16/08/2020 11:14:39
•Very helpful
As a beginner I wasn’t very sure on the card meanings but Michael was very good at explaining,
and made sure I understood the meanings of each card. Will defiantly use again. Thankyou so
much
BobbieK2020 15/08/2020 18:22:19
•5 stars
Accurate , straight to the point once again
Luis 12/08/2020 22:58:25
•Great reader!
Thank you so much Michael for yet another brilliant reading. Also for putting my mind at ease. I
look forward to future reading with you. X
TM 12/08/2020 10:36:52
•Very accurate!
I gave absolutely no details, yet the reading was spot on. Everything was clearly detailed and
explained, so there wasn’t any confusion of what the reading was telling me. Thank you very, very
much Mick! Have a lovely day! :)
Sapphiremay 09/08/2020 13:46:03
•Very slow and confusing
I ended the session because none of the things he told me was accurate or represented my
current situation. He took a very long time explaining the meaning of the cards and told me he
could be wrong.
Maex 09/08/2020 13:23:25
•Straight forward
Michael was very well straightforward with everything, and he cleared some things that I had
questions for in my head without even me mentioning anything to him, thank you x
Ichrak 05/08/2020 19:34:29
•Good reading

Michael is a very honest reader. He gave me a good reading and also made me laugh at times.
Would recommend
Loly 03/08/2020 18:21:32
•Very helpful
Knew exactly what I was looking for, everything that was said was relevant and offered guidance.
terry73 02/08/2020 16:20:41
•Shockingly accurate!
I'm impressed how Michael interpreted my current situation so well, with no prompt from my end.
Car25 29/07/2020 16:59:46
•amanda49
this was very helpful many thanks
Amanda 49 19/07/2020 11:43:48
•Wrong
I had one reading with him. He told me contact will not come. He told me I should contact my ex
first. I never contacted him first and my ex texted me 2 months after the reading. Totally wrong
xxx
Emilia 19/07/2020 00:24:25

•👍
Good reading tell you as it is
JessicaA 16/07/2020 18:28:02
•Sorry we cut off
had a tarot reading on my current relationship kind of made sense , kind of didn't. Related to bits
of it but maybe if we wasn't cut off I could of asked some question to clarify, as he likes to finish
all the cards before you say anything. Will keep in mind what was said
Idud 15/07/2020 15:51:34
•Clarity
Really helped in a time of turmoil and helped me understand how to move forward 🙏
Miranda 14/07/2020 14:17:22
•Fantastic
Great guy, genuine man, reads extremely well, thank you again 😀
Daniel Sunderland 12/07/2020 10:34:37
•Michael is always spot on with my readings
I have heard a few readings with Michael, and he always give his me the write advice and he tells
it how its. And if you speak to him, is so easy to talk too. Thanks Michael againxxx
aidualc 07/07/2020 15:35:17
•Okay
Okay
Reema 30/06/2020 17:41:19
•Sam000
Very good thankyou oh and straight to the point x
Sam000 28/06/2020 08:38:32

•Great reader
No questions asked , got my situation straight away ..thanks a lot x
Angela1 27/06/2020 15:51:05
•Very frank and professional
Thank you Michael. I did not mean to get cut off. Thoroughly enjoyed short reading but packed
with information. Hope that what I feeling intuitively you confirmed. Here's to life. Bring it on. Vx
V ... 23/06/2020 19:26:42
•Lovely reading
Mick gave me a great read. I feel like I was at a cross roads with choices in my life and speaking
to him just cleared a few things for me. Making hard choices is never easy but Mick really
reassured me with the potential outcome. Thank you so much! x
Jenny_T 22/06/2020 13:09:15
•Connection
I had a Chat Reading with Michael. I did not feel the connection. He drew 5 cards and explained at
length how each one pertained to the question. I was watching the clock ticking (20mins). When I
asked a question during the lengthy time it took him to respond, he asked if I was listening which
threw me off. I thought the customer controlled the direction of the reading? However, some of his
points were valid. Also, as a fellow psychic, I appreciate you do not connect with all and also that
he had brilliant reviews from others, therefore I would say, he may be great for others, but a strict
tarot reader in my opinion providing textbook meanings did not bode well for me. I do wish him
well. Thanks
RD82 21/06/2020 22:46:28
•Quick and to the point
I enjoyed this reading, Mike was quick and to the point. I hardly said anything and he was able to
pick up on things. Gave me a full description of what the situation was and was on point. I enjoyed
the brutal honesty that he shared and it was in a respectful manner. I will certainly return with
good news Mike!
Mill 20/06/2020 09:29:58
•Brilliant
I am also a tarot reader and wanted to see what another reader would pick up pick up and he
most certainly confirmed my own readings. Thank you Michael 🙏🏼🌍🪐💫
Jellybeans 16/06/2020 11:54:51
•Balanced and caring
A wonderful reading full of insights, thank you so much, Mick.
Jess04 16/06/2020 09:35:46
•Brilliant
Really detailed, really insightful and spot on with what he said. Gives you things to think about.
Quick typer! Would definitely have another reading. Thank you very much.
AmyC 15/06/2020 15:30:19
•The Best
One of the best psychic I had, as I already had a couple of readings with him. He is very to the
point and gives great clarifications about present situations. The accuracy of his readings is
mindblowing. I do firmly believe that we are the master of our future and Michael is humble

enough to recognise that he is here to channel guidance and spirits messages. No "fortune telling".
I totally recommend him :)
Melodie 14/06/2020 15:18:25
•Spot on
You were right - you saw this before I did!
Jacstar 11/06/2020 14:14:35
•Very accurate
Very accurate reading and predictions are very realistic to my situation. Past predictions have been
accurate. Thanks Mick
Rebecca123 09/06/2020 14:15:48
•Advice on Point
Michael is very good at reading what the cards say, interpreting the advice spirit has for me / us
(the community) seeking an insight into situations as a whole. If you want some sound, true,
honest advice, given by spirit, Michael delivers this. Thank you ❤️
Bernadette83 09/06/2020 11:22:47
•Great tarot reader.
One of the best TAROT readers on here I have come across you don’t need to say anything and he
will just flow for the full reading. If your looking for a good old school tarot reading Michael is your
man. Very positive uplifting person with a lovely energy. Take time to read your reading back after
also as there is quite a lot of writing and it will make a whole lot more sense xxx thanks 😊
ML 08/06/2020 18:23:38
•Awful
Michael was very insensitive in his reading. Michael does not care what the person he’s reading for
may be going through at the time and there is no sense of care
Xtripsx 07/06/2020 15:01:40
•gifted
i’ve had 2 readings by michael and he is the best tarot card reader on the site.
Nazma q 06/06/2020 15:23:52
•awesome
lovely, friendly and enlightening
Zac 03/06/2020 12:47:20
•Fab
Brilliant reading Michael, I will go forward making the right choices, thank you x
Fab 28/05/2020 08:00:59
•Tarrot card
Very good and accurate :) I would reccomend!
GLx 22/05/2020 17:24:50
•Fantastic
Quick, precise, and super spot on. Never disappointed! The details Mick gives is absolutely
fantastic. You dont have to say much at all and you get such a brilliant reading. If you are not
picking Mick to give you a reading worth your while, I'll certainly be shocked 😊 xx
Bernadette83 22/05/2020 13:07:24

•Relationship
Michael was very nice. He was very clear with my reading. I hope what my cards did reveal is the
prediction of my future. Only time will tell.
Karen123 21/05/2020 17:23:33
•Great reading
You have to love Michael. Very honest, straight forward, do not give you sweet pills but the truth.
Which is what I needed, I needed the truth and I needed a big push. Thanks so much Michael
Millilu 19/05/2020 11:12:21
•Very helpful, accurate and empathetic reading
I felt Mick read my situation well and provided encouraging but tempered advice based on the
tarot, not just telling me what I wanted to hear. Would recommend. Thanks Mick
Kelly100 19/05/2020 08:11:14
•Shocking
Hello Maya. I am not willing to read for you as yo usimply closed the last four readings down after
a few moments without even a farewell. This is the message I’ve just received from Michael. In
fact, any time I try to read with him he seems to have a problem with something and it just
wastes your money and time. I don’t understand why its so much about him when you try to read
with him. If I pay for a question and ask and receive the answer and say thank you why does it
need to be personal for me to say farewell etc are you paying me? Wow I am a very wonderful
person as well as some readers do know on here and I just find Michael highly unprofessional and
odd and just be aware if you even want to speak with him apparently you have to go through
some long approval process. For paying customers I would not waste your energy on a reader who
clearly does not just want to genuinely help others. You should think before sending messages like
that to clients, and representing a company.
Mkultapa 17/05/2020 13:15:46
•Amazing and very helpful
He is so supportive and to the point.. I will highly recommend him. Thank you!
Nafeesah 08/05/2020 08:56:43
•Very good
Pick up everything that is going on right now. Very kind and friendly gentleman Will definitely go
back for another reading in the future Thank you mick
Pam89 05/05/2020 14:02:47
•Amazing as always!
I think my last reading with Michael was 16 months ago! I have to say I am as impressed now as I
was then. He is keenly intuitive and calls it just like he sees it - with accuracy and diplomacy. He is
focused entirely on you as the querent and gives an amazing amount of detail to his readings. He's
also a super fast typer which allows the flow of an IM reading to be just as good as a voice chat! I
can;t thank Micheal enough and won't be leaving it another 16 months - I would highly
recommend that if you're looking for a spiritually guided reader who will assist you in your search
for answers, you choose Micheal!
G-lou 29/04/2020 18:42:56
•Good fit/bad fit
Reading began by telling me I’m with this man because we’re friends and “fit” together- but ended
by saying we’re a “lousy fit”. Didn’t recognise my situation in the reading. Adjusted interpretations

as I supplied more detail, but results confusing. Unfortunately not insightful or helpful. Not worth
the money. I should have abandoned in early stages!
N14 29/04/2020 16:29:15
•OK, but did irritate me a little
I didn't like all the caveats in the readings nor the fact that it kept saying it is not fortune telling.
But this is the point of a reading, kind of sus out a situation and the likelihood of success or not...
Anyway, not bad, but not outstanding either
GAZELLINA 26/04/2020 20:58:09
•Amazing
Mick has read for me over the years and he gives honest compassionate advice and is straight to
the point. I highly recommend and thank you again for today’s reading.
Taryn 22/04/2020 18:27:41
•He is an ANGEL on earth
Michael is the most beautiful soul.. his Tarot skills are spot on.. he is the best! you can feel his
energy while texting him.. what a beautiful soul! Imene xx
Imene 21/04/2020 13:53:07
•Nice
It’s was pleasure to talk with Mick. Very detailed tarot reading and super fast Thank you for an
advice Love and light xx
Monika Jach 20/04/2020 19:04:41
•Accurate once again
I would just like to say Michael is one of the genuine readers on this site, this is my second
reading with him and once again he's genuine and accurate and won't waste your time. Very kind
man and would highly recommend having a reading with him. This is coming from a Skeptic which
I still am but Michael definitely knows what he's talking about
Hamerah 20/04/2020 02:04:25
•Spot on
Thank you for being so intuitive and helpful. Amazing work!
Mill 15/04/2020 08:17:59
•Wow
Really good reader, very honest and very accurate. Left me speechless when he new the name of
the person I was seeing before me actually saying anything. Defo will use again when i'm in a
better space.
Roses 12/04/2020 14:51:39
•Lucid messages
This reader is crystal clear in what he grasps for you and relays. Thank you Michael.
Priya 02/04/2020 14:32:08
•Amazing.
Michael opened my eyes. He helped me with my relationship cause now I realised what to do and
what I was doing wrong. Thank you Michael amazing.
Nikolas 02/04/2020 12:05:09
•Predictions came to life

Had few readings with Michael in the past few months and his predictions came to life
beautifully.Tarot is really usefull.I didnt belive before 100 percent but now i know.Thank you so
much .❤
Saaandraaa 31/03/2020 09:18:21
•Nice guy but...
Very wishy washy. I may here from him, I may not, there is hope, BUT there may not be, contact
may come but only if he’s on board (well that’s a given) I can still hope for this hopeless aspiration
for a relationship with, He’s made his choice, but I can’t say he won’t come forward again because
there is hope......I thought it was a hopeless aspiration for a relationship? How can you have hope
for something if it’s a hopeless aspiration. I like things a bit more clear cut and less contradictory.
I couldn’t believe when the 3 minute message came up and I had only been given, he may or he
may not, there’s hope but it’s a hopeless aspiration 🤷🏼♀🙈
️
Spiritual-soul 27/03/2020 18:09:12
•Excellent
I so enjoyed my reading with Mick - he’s not only very accurate, insightful and informative, he’s
able to communicate with real clarity and eloquence. In addition to this, he’s a genuinely kind,
positive, empathetic reader - looking forward to the next one :)
HBurnett 23/03/2020 19:29:43
•Wonderful energy and amazingly accurate!
Wonderful conversation I had with you Michael. Thank you for shedding so much light on a
confusing and chaotic time! So informative with your reading and your answers were astonishingly
spot on! You were able to pick up on things so in depth , especially as though I barely have you
much info to work on. I will definitely be stopping by again what a pleasure it was to speak. Thank
you for the reassurance and confidence.
Marloo 20/03/2020 15:47:49
•Accurate
Michael accurately picked up my situation and tells you what he sees and not what you want to
hear. He’s never given me false hope.
Rebecca123 17/03/2020 11:25:12
•excellent experience
Michael was very pleasant. Explanation of cards matched my situation. It was good experience.
Left the reading confident on what my next action will be.
Ama 14/03/2020 13:32:09
•Rship
The cards that came up all made perfect sense to my situation. Thank you x
Lise 08/03/2020 17:08:08
•Reading
Very in depth and detailed
Freha 08/03/2020 12:34:26
•Great reading
Picked up on my current situation very fast and gave clear information about what’s going on.
Encouraged me to reflect on my decisions and I am feeling hopefully after the reading. Thank you
very much!!
Gs11x 25/02/2020 18:28:40
•Good reader

I had a couple of readings last year with this reader and he was accurate. Just had another
reading and his predictions are similar to other top readers. Thank you 🙏
Rebecca123 21/02/2020 18:57:43
•Fabulous
Just had a tarot reading with Michael, it was so so accurate and insightful and just nailed my
situation thank you Micheal you were helpful and spot on. blessings
AF** 14/02/2020 19:07:06
•Thank you
Thank Mick for helping me to understand my professional situation better. It was a very helpful
reading. Thank you.
Anonymous120929 09/02/2020 11:06:05
•Sound Advice
Thank you Michael for very sound advice from the cards. I know what i must do after your
reading. I know this makes sense. Timing. Plant the seed and see if it grows ..... in time. Vivien x
V ... 05/02/2020 17:47:08
•Honest and straight to it
I was able to relate to alot of what came up. I feel good and will take it all on board and get back
to the queen in me! x
CJ 05/02/2020 13:02:18
•Had my first IM chat ever with Michael today!
Let's hope the pendulum is right Sir. Will keep you posted re my home issues, and come back to
you if I need you again. Jane
Janegem71 02/02/2020 16:45:54
•Incredible as always
So insightful, incredibly fast, to the point and fantastically explained, nobody else compares to
Michael on this, really gives you the tools going forward in a logical sense always delivered with
compassion. Thank you.
Irene Molloy 27/01/2020 19:23:11
•Lovely reader
I had a lovely reading today with Michael and a totally different perspective, I will meditate on
what you've said and let you know how it goes.
Becs 27/01/2020 16:59:07
•Thank you
Thank you.Michael is a direct and honest reader who pick up things and say it as they are.Highly
recommend.
Saaandraaa 25/01/2020 17:13:16
•Really good
Thanks for the lovely reading the other day Michael...made a lot of sense
Cristina Ester 18/01/2020 10:39:02
•Chat reading
Helpful and made a lot of sense. Thank you.

JaneLisa 12/01/2020 11:24:47
•very good
straight to the point no waffling. answers questions clearly. identified with situation straight away.
recommened reader
amie1977 08/01/2020 11:13:53
•Amazed!!
Struggling with life at the moment and Michael has given me lots to think about. Truely amazing
experience
Ebony 05/01/2020 18:00:42
•Clarity
Clear and fair reader, no promises or fairytales. Facts that will resonate with you and give you
strength to make your own decisions x
Snm 26/12/2019 12:43:11
•Put away the swords
Michael is an amazing person to come to for a reading when your in desperate need of some
guidance. Michael read my tarot cards For me tonight and left me in a far better position than I
was in when I first entered the reading. Michael made sense to me when there was no sense left in
my life. I am not healed by a long way but I feel that after my reading with Michael I’m ready to
take baby steps in starting that process in the right way instead of the path I was on xxx here’s to
me hopefully getting my seeds planted Michael and Thankyou from the bottom of my heart xxx
Julie B 17/12/2019 22:29:33
•Excellent!
Great tarot card reading. Highly recommend!
Amz 13/12/2019 18:01:13
•Very insightful
On point with my question offered great advice.
Rach 08/12/2019 12:26:03
•Great reading
Michael is very honest, straight forward and clear. Thanks for your reading
Millilu 07/12/2019 09:28:27
•Excellent!
Precise and honest.
Olga 23/11/2019 22:02:48
•So wonderful
Mick thank you for being so honest with me! Truly appreciate this type of reading. No sugar coat
but also different perspective when it comes to reading cards. But mostly focus on the reality
which really woke me up! I a billion recommend this guy!
Janniele 23/11/2019 09:30:36
•Another great reading
Another amazing insightful encounter. Thank you Michael x
Mish140 15/11/2019 10:16:44
•Absolutely blown away by Michael's accuracy

Amazing reader, couldn’t have been more right about every aspect if he tried, literally amazing.
Thank you so much!
Deedee21 11/11/2019 18:12:52
•Thoughtful reading
Michael got me to think of things from a different perspective and was thoughtful in his
interpretation of the tarot. I thoroughly recommend him.
Pandora 06/11/2019 17:27:58
•Great Chat...
Just had Michael as usual spot on regarding the advice and understanding of the situation. Very
pleased. Thank you Michael. X
Mish140 06/11/2019 16:33:48
•Absolutely amazing
10000% recommend. Thank you so much.
Rachel-94 02/11/2019 17:31:18
•Straight to the point
First of all, Mick, I am sorry that I hadn’t realised the time was running out as I would have
extended the session. This reading was very full and honest and Mick is a fast typer with lots to
say. He gave me the fundamentals of my character and advice as to how to approach the situation
I was asking about. I will find it useful as new appearances arise for me. Thank you Mick.
Pippa 31/10/2019 09:38:33
•Reading
A wonderful reading, making lots of sense. Thankyou
Vicky mill 29/10/2019 17:29:00
•Extremely accurate
Empowering reading. Very accurate. Wonderful knowledge from just 4 cards. Can't recommend
highly enough. Brilliant advice providing clarity.
Stef 24/10/2019 17:11:04
•Amazing
Wonderful reader well worth the call
Olivia 23/10/2019 10:07:30
•Amazing
Michael is so incredible at what he does, explains everything with great detail is kind but is honest
and doesn’t sugar coat, by far the best reader even when it’s things I may not want to hear I
come out of the reading clearer and lighter, a true talent and great man.
Irene Molloy 20/10/2019 16:48:39
•Lovely man
Very nice to speak with ! Recommend
Tash 16/10/2019 13:53:13
•Wow... wow... wow
I never really do reviews but my God. Very accurate. I had an IM reading and he was very honest,
straight to the point. Without me having to explain much and only vague answers he answered

every single question I had in mind, very realistic and approachable. He randomly said the persons
name I was thinking of without me typing it out or saying this when I asked about my love life. I
was shocked and when I scrolled back to the whole chat. The person's name was not mentioned in
the chat at all! I was MIND BLOWN. He described me to a T and my situation and gave very good
advice too. He's the real deal and out of the pointless readings I've had, he's been the only
accurate reader I've had in years. I PROMISE you, you won't regret it. You will come out of a
reading with him saying... "finally, someone understands me, gets it, right to the point, is real, is
accurate, answers my question, is realistic and actually helps me". Very good.
Hamerah 15/10/2019 20:29:11
•Disappointed
not for me
Dede 15/10/2019 17:06:14
•Great Chat - Just Now
Thank you Mick for a very insightful chat. I feel as if you reached the heart of the issue. You are
truly a very caring and empathetic reader. I will speak to you in January after I leave my current
job 31st December. God bless
DW 03/10/2019 18:41:36
•Evil, greedy, self-absorbed brother
Saw truth of my situation and straight to point. Understood how i feel and how my problem is
affecting me when no one else can truely understand the strain. I obviously have to prepare
myself for the battle ahead.
V ... 29/09/2019 15:52:58
•Helpful & Insightful
Michael was really helpful and insightful. He picked up on past, present and future and also offered
me advice on how I can handle my situation once the manifestation comes into play. He needed
no feeding/ prompting and yet still managed to pick up on my situation. I await your predictions to
come into play and I am thankful. God bless.
Liyah 28/09/2019 20:16:56
•"Love Tarot"
Spot on reading on the relationship and the people involved. Provided me with his personal opinion
and advice also along with the reading which I asked for and appreciated.
Filip 22/09/2019 13:58:30
•Spot on
Very helpful and straight to the point
Luis 16/09/2019 11:42:38
•Thank you
Thanks for the advice this morning :)
Spice 10/09/2019 12:11:33
•Fantastic and inspiring
Michael, What can I say? You made me feel very confident about the choices I had and you made
my mind feel at ease as well. Your reading amazing it gave me high spirts!
Jenny_T 05/09/2019 22:37:14
•Brilliant

Thank you Micheal brilliant reading you gave me the push and encouragement I was needing, to
know I’m on the right path. xx
Xtina 05/09/2019 21:51:58
•Brilliant!
Spot on and it was very helpful at this moment. Thanks a million, Michael!
Olga 05/09/2019 18:39:14
•Thanks
Very accurate. Thank you
Yvonne mbayiwa 04/09/2019 17:52:56
•Lovely man
Lovely man providing clarity and reassurance. Had me in floods of tears . Such a gift
ML 01/09/2019 15:23:46
•Spot on!
Thank you so much for an accurate and spot on reading as always xx
Ellie T 30/08/2019 09:02:22
•Wow ! Amazing he can hear messages from spirits
Wow I had a lovely reading from Michael, helped me to find the correct way/path And he could
also hear spirits while doing the reading .. lovely man! God blesses all of you! White soul ... ! Xx
Violeta 29/08/2019 21:46:04
•Food for thought
some interesting answers, things i didnt really think about. Will definitely look into it more as
Michael suggests. Good Reading
CatherineW 27/08/2019 14:15:52
•Year gone by so quickly
Mick, again, was quick. To the point. Hopefully right again! I just let him flow as my minutes were
low but he got me and the situation spot on. Thank you.
Cassiejh 27/08/2019 12:57:44
•Truly Amazing
Truly amazing. Michael is so in depth and understanding to the situation. His accuracy of a person
is on point and you feel reassured and at ease. Even through his online chat too. That’s why I rate
Michael a 5/5. Thank you.
Mish140 27/08/2019 09:47:05
•Lovely reading
A lovey helpful reading that gave me much clarity and insight in to my current situation,
CosmicAngel 20/08/2019 10:55:40
•Great reading. Spot on.
The way each card explained was great and it really related. Great advice and very comforting.
MattB 16/08/2019 12:26:25
•Very accurate
Thank you. You addressed what was really on my mind.
Kimba 16/08/2019 09:59:10

•Incredibly helpful
Michael is an incredible support. I had a really difficult day on top of a series of really problematic
events this year. He is witty and insightful, really informative and fast on IM. Such a huge help,
authentic, insightful and caring reader. 100% recommend Michael he’s a real star and the real
deal.
Sar Sar 13/08/2019 18:32:17
•Brilliant
Lovely man and a brilliant reader
Annielou 11/08/2019 17:40:57
•Incredibly accurate
Mike was lovely and bowled me over from the get go, knew things he couldn’t have unless which
he is obviously gifted. Couldn’t recommend more
Irene Molloy 09/08/2019 16:59:54
•
•
•Astounding
Astoundingly accurate very helpful thankyou
Hjbas 02/08/2019 17:56:20
•Miss
Very good
Tami 01/08/2019 11:38:04
•Thank you
Hi Mick, Just wanted to thank you. The reading was spot on and you made me realise that I have
to face up to my own responsibility for what is going on too. Has totally changed my perspective.
A million thanks.
Gill 30/07/2019 12:19:44
•Amazingly accurate!!!
Thankyou Mick for your amazingly honest, revealing and supportive reading. You provided loads of
information and were not afraid to tell me what I needed to hear. You also made me smile with
how much things rang true!! You provided a lot of insight and information and have given me an
optimistic yet realistic plan of action. Very insightful and experienced reader! Believe me I’ve had
many readings. Spot in! Thankyou very much. I will contact you again soon.
Sar Sar 29/07/2019 17:27:45
•Fantastic
Always spot on! Gives reading based on facts and not what we want to hear. Thank you! X
Jolanta 28/07/2019 16:05:54
•Brilliant
Excellent reader. Very fast information
Annielou 28/07/2019 15:23:39
•Brilliant

Fantastic reader
Annielou 23/07/2019 18:24:51
•Amazing
Always come back to Mick for guidance. Thank you. Highly recommend
Taryn 13/07/2019 12:22:20
•
•THANK YOU MIKE!
Hi Mick, i completely resonated with ur reading, i will take your advise on board, please do come
on the phone more as there are ppl like me who wud much perfer to speak to someone rather
than chat. LNL Yasmin
OK 08/07/2019 16:21:05
•Amazing
Thank you, the reading was very motivational and just what I needed. Will be back in the future:D
mariastaceys 17/06/2019 18:35:21
•Excellent reading
Great reader
Annielo 07/06/2019 17:03:45
•Amazing
Mick is amazing and fast and helpful. Very accurate
Annielou 21/04/2019 12:16:09
•great reading
Mick is amazing thank you for your reading - very honest and read my situation 100% correct ,
thank you for advise and i will be back again soon x
Angela1 13/04/2019 19:00:30
•Brilliant reader
Very kind, compassionate and excellent reader
Annielou 06/04/2019 11:47:23

